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- November 5th:
  - Stop accepting new transitions
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  - Begin ignoring upload urgencies and set a 10-day delay for all migrations to testing
  - Final architecture health check
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  - No new packages from this point on
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  - New versions for packages in testing will still migrate automatically
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  - Freeze

- Sometime later...
  - Release! (and party)
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- 1062 RC bugs (according to UDD)
- 300+ bugs due to GCC 6
- 300+ bugs due to debhelper compat deprecations
- Only 330 RC bugs in key packages (UDD)
4 Auto removals
Auto-removals greatly help reduce the number of RC bugs.

We intend to keep doing this, so make sure your packages are RC-bug-free!
5 Transitions
Transitions

- Transitions are smooth
- Usual waiting time for a transition <1d
- Transition freeze soon! Plan your transitions ASAP
"But won't you at least stay long enough to insure a smooth transition to your successor?"
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- Make sure the bugs are fixed in unstable
- reportbug release.debian.org (not mail, not irc)
- Include
  - Justification
  - **Debian** bug numbers and their severities
  - The changelog entries
  - A **source** debdiff between stable(-security) and the proposed package
- **Wait** for an ack before you upload!
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- Gradual freeze, similar to Wheezy and Jessie
  - RC bug fixes
  - Important bugs for optional/extra (via unstable)
  - Translation / documentation updates
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- No automatic unblocks
  - If your package is not in testing at the point of freeze, it will have to go through the unblock process as usual
- Auto-removals
  - Auto-removed packages cannot re-migrate
- Don’t assume any package is safe from removal!
  - We may remove packages before the auto-removal kicks in
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- reportbug release.debian.org (not mail, not irc)
- Include
  - Justification
  - **Debian** bug numbers and their severities
  - The changelog entries
  - A source debdiff between testing and the uploaded or proposed package
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Expected for Stretch

- Linux 4.10
- GCC 6.3
- Python 2.7 / 3.5
- Perl 5.24
- GNOME 2.22
- KDE 16.08
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- Don’t introduce new transitions after the freeze
- Only upload packages to unstable if they are meant to be included in Stretch
- Keep fixing RC bugs affecting Stretch
  - Specially those affecting key-packages
- Organize a BSP!
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- If you need binNMUs scheduled or packages removed from testing, then don’t just leave a note in your bug report and assume we’ll notice
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- Did I mention `reportbug release.debian.org`?
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- Stretch+1 is Buster
- And Buster+1 will be...
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